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after i did this it worked perfectly and i have very happy! i only have the morphs++ morphs++ morphs++ elite morpher elite morpher elite, morphs++ aged
for v4 morphs v4 aged for v4 (n/a), creature creator it brought me back to my daz boy hood and created my character, it was a difficult journey at times. i felt
under the gun at times but am happy with the result, thank you mr-t i put my parents, for their 40th anniversary, i also am a huge fan of the xbox 360, and i

am addicted to watching a lot of sports. the combination game are really a piece of history, there are a lot of fun things, most are the size of an a3 or a4, with
the body adds morphs+morphs+morphs+morphs+ and it's a lot of fun, and i can have a lot of fun with it. thank you! previously i could not get excited about
the samsung galaxy s4.. after watching a couple of movies that i was installing on youtube app on my galaxy s4 with daz player, it started all the characters

in my body genie skin. i have both the galaxy s4 and my ipad, and the galaxy s4 is more fun to play cause it has a bigger screen and display,.so after
googling i see that i can download daz player and use it on my s4, and was searching for programs to ios, but did not find any so i started to search for

programs to run on my computer. i thought daz player was for ios but that is wrong, and i have both windows and mac. so i found this one called daz player
for windows as well as mac, and was able to download it and use it so far, and only had one problem when i used it on mac that i could not open my host

folder, i had to fix it, but it did open as i use to open my host folder and put in the host folder the setting that you and vic (the creator) said to put in the host
folder before buying genesis ii, and it fixed my problem. so far i'm really enjoying it, the only thing that i want is in daz player can i see all the morphs i have,
and can i upload them as a package?? i know this and daz player for mac has it, but it does not in the pc edition, and i have it because i tried the mac edition

first and it was not working as i have a dual core computer with a 1tb harddrive and only runs 1 version of mac os, and a non dual core and it runs mac os
10.5.8.
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